Abstract-User authentication is essential in service-oriented communication networks to identify and reject any unauthorized network access. The state-of-the-art practice in securing wireless networks is based on the authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) framework where one or multiple identical and duplicated AAA servers are adopted to authenticate mobile users (MUs), handle authorization requests, and collect accounting data. However, the conventional AAA framework cannot tolerate a server compromise event due to misuse, misconfiguration, and malicious access, etc., which may cause serious damages and resource abuses to the network operation. In this paper, we propose a novel design paradigm toward a compromiseresilient authentication architecture in service-oriented wireless mesh networks (WMNs) based on the (t, n) threshold signature technique, termed Threshold User Authentication (TUA) scheme. With the TUA scheme, only t or more out of n AAA servers in the WMN can cooperatively grant the network access to a MU, while any t−1 or less cannot. Detailed protocol-aspect design and implementations are presented. Extensive analysis on efficiency and reliability of authentication functionality is conducted to gain a deeper understanding on the parameter settings and optimization, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the TUA scheme. We conclude that the proposed authentication scheme can contribute to the WMN network design in metropolitan areas where numerous mesh points (MPs) coexist and are managed under a single control plane with multiple distributed AAA servers.
efficiency. The adoption of WMNs for supporting serviceoriented metropolitan-area applications has attracted explosive attentions from both industry and academia recently. A WMN is mainly composed of a cloud of distributed Mesh Points (MPs) serving as the backhaul of the WMN. Each MP could be connected to all the other MPs in its transmission range, by which the network topology is formed. A data path with multiple hops could be created by performing MAC-layer forwarding for the launched traffic in each intermediate node.
A routing table may be maintained at each intermediate node to facilitate the MAC layer hop-by-hop forwarding, where the MAC address of the next hop for each data path traversing through the node is kept. Each mobile station (MS) can gain access to the network by connecting with a MP.
User authentication is essential in any service-oriented communication network in order to identify and reject any access request of an unauthorized user. Currently, the best practice in securing wireless networks is based on the technique of authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) framework, where an AAA server performs authentication for each MU, handle authorization requests, and collect accounting data [1] . Fig. 1 shows the AAA framework based on 802.1x with the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [2] . When a MS enters the radiation range of a MP and tries to associate with the MP, the MP inspects the MS's association and enables the MS's wireless connection. The MS then sends an EAPStart message. The MP replies with an EAP-Request Identity message back to the MS to obtain the MS's identity. The MS's EAP-Response packet containing the MS's identity is then forwarded to the AAA server. The AAA server, e.g., RADIUS server [3] , then issues a RADIUS Access-Challenge to the MP. After receiving the Radius Access-Challenge, the MP issues an authentication challenge to the MS, which is supposed to respond the challenge with its credentials. Then the MP forwards the user authentication credentials to the authentication server. At the end, an ACCEPT or REJECT notification is sent from the AAA server to the MP. If an ACCEPT is received, the MP transitions the MS's wireless network connection to an authorized state. Finally, the MS has the network access. Once the authentication is complete, a key agreement process is invoked such that the MS and MP possess the corresponding secret key at the end of procedure, respectively, where the confidentiality and integrity of communication between the MS and the MP are protected by the session key. Based on the AAA framework, several user authentication schemes for communication networks have been proposed in the past decades [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . All the reported user authentication schemes were developed virtually over a single authentication server, and may suffer from two types of failures in the authentication functionality. The first type of failure occurs due to physical/protocol faults or a Denial-of-service (DoS) attack, which can disable the server normal function. More specifically, the physical/protocol failure and DoS attacks could be caused by any misuse, misconfiguration, and malicious access, which can simply make the server unavailable. In this case, the network becomes unavailable for performing authentication, which leads to revenue loss and service disruption. The impairment due to this type of failure can be well mitigated by allocating multiple redundant authentication servers working in a manner of distributed duplicated Database (DB) such that the unavailability of one or a subset of servers will not affect the whole network authentication operation. In this way, the availability of authentication functionality in the network (or termed authenticability) can be significantly improved in the presence of any physical/protocol failure and DoS attack.
The other type of failure is due to an authentication server compromise event by one or a group of malicious attackers, which may cause even more serious damages and, unfortunately, cannot be solved by equipping the network with multiple independent and identical authentication servers. Such a network status is termed false-authenticative, which is one of the worst situations that the network defense system is subject to. The problem lies in the fact that the false-authenticative status occurs as long as any one of the authentication servers is compromised. The compromised authentication server can be manipulated by the attackers and launch various vital attacks to the network operations such as allowing unauthorized network access, stealing of user credentials, and illegally updating billing information, etc. The solution to the problem, as far as we can see, is still open, and has been subject to little attention in the past.
As the growing demand on service-oriented WMNs in a metropolitan area, it will be highly desired to have a more resilient authentication architecture with multiple authentication servers cooperating with each other for assessing and evaluating the user access requests. In order to further guarantee the system security and authenticability, the user authentication architecture should be developed such that the system can survive from the situation where one or a subset of authentication servers are compromised by a malicious intruder. The characteristic of intrusion tolerance is expected to be critically demanded in the future WMN design, which allows the system to function well by performing authentication on each MU in a regular way. This paper proposes a novel scheme of user authentication, which aims to significantly improve the system authenticability and minimize the probability of going into the falseauthenticative state in the presence of authentication server compromise events. The proposed authentication scheme is based on a (t, n) threshold signature [10] , where with the approval from t or more than t authentication servers out of the totally n authentication servers in the Authentication Server Group (ASG) can the corresponding login request from a MU be granted with network access. We will present detailed implementations of the proposed scheme, and demonstrate that such a Threshold User Authentication (TUA) scheme can perfectly work in the wireless communication scenario with stringent limitations on power and computation capacity on the MS of each MU. In addition, the proposed TUA scheme can well cooperate with the existing software artifacts, which can be recycled for saving much development effort. An analysis on the authenticability of the proposed TUA scheme is conducted at the end, which can serve as a guidance in the system parameter selection, i.e., finding n and the corresponding optimal value of t for the WMNs such that the targeted network authenticability can best be achieved with the good balance between authenticability and cost due to the deployment of multiple authentication servers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that focuses on the improvement of authentication server compromise resilience in service-oriented WMNs in metropolitan areas.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is given. Section III provides some preliminaries and background knowledge. In Section IV, the proposed TUA scheme is presented, followed by the security analysis and performance evaluation in Section V-A and Section V-B, respectively. In Section V-C, the authenticability analysis is conducted. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK User authentication is one of the most important security mechanisms, which aims to grant services to legitimate users while avoiding any unauthorized access. Over the past years, many remote user authentication schemes have been proposed [4] , [5] , [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] based on the AAA framework. In 1981, Lamport [4] proposed a password based authentication scheme using a password table at the server side to achieve remote user authentication. However, the high hash overhead and the necessity for password reset, protection, and maintenance, have been reported to significantly decrease the feasibility and applicability of Lamport's scheme. To improve Lamport's scheme, several similar user authentication schemes were reported [11] [12] [13] . To avoid the password table maintained at server side, Hwang and Li [5] proposed a new remote user authentication scheme using a smart card. The scheme does not need to maintain the password table to check the validity of each login request while being able to resist the message replaying attack. However, Hwang-Li's scheme was identified insecure in the wireless network scenario [14] , [15] . Later, a number of improved user authentication schemes dedicated for wireless communications were reported [16] [17] [18] [19] . Those schemes have either focused on supporting multiple authentication factors, or emphasized on designing a secure authentication mechanism. A system-level design for improving compromise resilience is still an open issue.
Threshold cryptography was first proposed in [20] , [21] , and quickly became an important cryptographic primitive in many applications where a single entity in the system can't be trusted and the trust relationship has to be established with the involvement of a number of entities exceeding a threshold. In [22] , Zhou and Hass proposed a distributed trust mechanism to distribute the trust to a set of nodes in wireless ad hoc networks. A valid certificate of any node can be only generated correctly if a number of nodes exceeding a threshold cooperate. In [23] , Lee et al presented an efficient threshold password based authentication scheme using (k, n) threshold scheme, which allows a roaming user who accesses a network from different client terminals to get his private key from the servers, even if some of the servers are compromised under the multi-server roaming system. Recently, Chai et al [24] also presented an efficient threshold password authentication scheme against password guessing attacks in ad hoc networks. In this paper, we adopt threshold cryptography to design a compromise-resilient authentication architecture for wireless mesh networks.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, a brief review on the basis of bilinear pairing and related underlying problems is conducted, which serves as important background of the proposed TUA scheme. A brief introduction on threshold signature scheme is also given.
A. Bilinear Pairing
Bilinear pairing has caught tremendous interest and attention from the security community since the technique has been identified able to solve some problems that were previously well recognized as unsolvable, such as ID-based cryptography (IBC) [25] . IBC is a public-key cryptosystem where any string can be used to derive a valid public key such as user names, email addresses, IP addresses, MAC addresses, host or node names, etc. Compared with the traditional public key infrastructure (PKI) based on public key certificate, IBC simplifies the certificate management since the public key of any user could be any of its publicly known identity. Another good advantage of taking pairing-based schemes is that they can save communication bandwidth compared with traditional schemes such as RSA [26] and ElGamal [27] because pairingbased schemes feature a relatively small signature overhead when bilinear pairing is used for the design of signature schemes and/or secure protocols.
As the preliminaries of the proposed TUA scheme, bilinear pairing and the underlying problems are briefly reviewed in the following paragraphs.
Let G 1 , G 1 be two cyclic additive groups and G 2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same prime order q, i.e.,
Let P be a generator of G 1 , P be a generator of G 1 , and ψ be an isomorphism from G 1 to G 1 , with ψ(P ) = P . An efficient admissible bilinear map e : G 1 × G 1 → G 2 with the following properties:
ab .
• Non-degenerate: There exist
there is an efficient algorithm to computê e(P 1 , Q 1 ) for any P 1 ∈ G 1 , Q 1 ∈ G 1 . Such an admissible bilinear mapê can be constructed by Weil or Tate pairings on the elliptic curves. As mentioned in [28] , [29] , the Tate pairing on MNT curves [30] gives us the efficient implementation, where G 1 = G 1 , ψ can be implemented by the trace map, and the representations of G 1 can be expressed in 171 bits when the order q is a 170-bit prime.
We assume the discrete logarithm problems in groups G 1 , G 1 and G 2 are all hard, and define the Computational coDiffie-Hellman (co-CDH) Problem and Decision co-Diffie-
where the probability is taken over the random values a, Q. The co-CDH problem is (τ, )-intractable if there is no (τ, )-adversary in (G 1 , G 1 ). The co-CDH assumption states that is the case of all polynomial τ and any non-negligible .
Definition 2 (co-DDH Problem). Given P 1 , aP 1 ∈ G 1 and Q, bQ ∈ G 1 for unknown a, b ∈ Z * q , decide whether a = b mod q. The co-DDH problem is easy here, since it is easy to computeê(bQ, P 1 ) =ê(Q, P 1 ) b and decide whether or not
B. Threshold Signature Scheme
In [10] , the concept of threshold signature is introduced. With a (t, n) threshold signature scheme, a valid signature can be generated only by t or more out of n participants, while any t − 1 or less cannot forge a valid signature. In this paper, the threshold signature technique is applied to design user authentication scheme in order to improve the security assurance and system authenticability.
As shown in Fig. 2 , in the proposed TUA scheme, there are n authentication servers forming an ASG, and the ASG is in place of a single authentication server, which performs the authentication functionality on each MU. A MU initially shares a low-entropy password with the ASG. When a login request is received by a MP at a time segment, the MP forwards the request to all the servers in the ASG. Once t or more servers in the ASG agree to admit the MU, the MU can access to the network resource in the time segment.
IV. THRESHOLD USER AUTHENTICATION SCHEME Based on the bilinear pairing stated above, the proposed threshold user authentication (TUA) scheme takes advantage of the BLS short signature [31] , where only with the consent of t or more out of n authentication servers can a MU get the wireless network access. Similar to most previously reported authentication schemes, our TUA scheme consists of three phases: the setup phase, the registration phase, and the login and authentication phase. In the following, each phase is described in detail.
A. Setup Phase
Let T A be a trusted authority for the WMN, and a set S = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S n } represent the ASG of n members. In the proposed scheme, only with the consent of t or more authentication servers in the authentication server group S, can the MU have network access. Prior to the network deployment, T A sets up the system parameters as follows:
Step 1: The T A randomly chooses two primes, p 0 and q 0 , that satisfy p 0 ≡ q 0 ≡ 3 mod 4, along with a random number a 0 , such that the Jacobi symbol = −1 where n 0 = p 0 · q 0 . The duplet (a 0 , n 0 ) is published as the public key, and (p 0 , q 0 ) is kept as the private key. Furthermore, an one-way hash function h() : {0, 1} * → Z * n0 is also published.
Step 2: Let G 1 , G 1 be two cyclic additive groups, and G 2 be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same prime order q, i.e., |G 1 | = |G 1 | = |G 2 | = q. Let P be a generator of G 1 , P be a generator of G 1 , and ψ be an isomorphism from G 1 to G 1 where ψ(P ) = P . Letê : G 1 × G 1 → G 2 be an efficient admissible bilinear map. Then, the T A chooses a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1} * → G 1 .
Step 3: As an off-line effort, T A distributes the secret shares to all the authentication servers S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S n . For achieving this, T A first chooses a random number x ∈ Z * q as the authentication server group S's secret key and computes the corresponding public key Y = xP ∈ G 1 .
Step 4: T A randomly generates a secret polynomial function of t − 1 degree as follows,
and generates secret shadows f (i) and corresponding public keys
Step 5: Each server S i randomly chooses two primes, denoted as p i and q i , where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and keeps the duplet (p i , q i ) as secret.
In addition to the initiation of T A, each MP needs to be initiated by the T A before the MP can formally join the network domain and provide wireless Internet services to the MUs. The MP takes the following actions:
Step 1: The MP randomly chooses p a , q a that satisfy p a ≡ q a ≡ 3 mod 4, and sends its chosen service set identifier, SSID, to the T A, while the duplet (p a , q a ) is kept as the private key of the MP. The T A checks the legitimacy of the identity and ensures the uniqueness of the identity of the MP. If not, the MP has to choose another SSID that is legitimate and unique in order to further proceed. The T A is responsible for identity check of its managed MPs.
Step 2: The T A computes c 1 as follows:
where n a = p a q a . Then the T A computes t 0 = a c1 0 · h(SSID, n a ), and derives c 2 such that
If there is an integer 0 < x < n 0 such that x 2 ≡ a mod n 0 , then a is said to be a quadratic residue modulo n 0 . Let QR n0 denote the set of quadratic residue modulo n 0 and QN R n0 denote the set of quadratic nonresidue modulo n 0 . Furthermore, a is a quadratic residue modulo n 0 if and only if a is a quadratic residue modulo p 0 and modulo q 0 where n 0 = p 0 q 0 [32] . Then an integer a must belong to one of following four cases: 1) 1) is QR n0 . Note that 
is a quadratic residue of n 0 .
Step 3: Finally, the signature signed on MP's public key as well as the linkage between the public key and the MP's identity can be derived as a duple (s 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) . Then the T A sends (a 0 , n 0 , n a , SSID, s 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) to the MP.
B. Registration Phase
In this phase, the MU randomly chooses a low-entropy password P W and calculates h(P W ), where h(.) is a collisionresistant hash function. Afterwards, the MU submits its identity ID and h(P W ) to the T A in a secure way, for example, through SSL [33] . The T A is responsible for identity check of the MU. After checking the validity of the identity ID, the duple (ID, h(P W )) will be securely distributed among of the authentication server group S by the T A. In the end, each server S i ∈ S takes the following actions: 1) Each server S i calculates V i as follows:
Then using Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) [32] , we can solve (2) for V i . Thus, the server S i can obtain
where n i = p i q i , and the b 1 and b 2 are determined from 
C. Login and Authentication Phase
In this phase, the MU authenticates itself to a MP whenever the MU tries to gain wireless Internet access from the MP at time T . The MP is called the serving MP (sMP) of the MU when the request is permitted. Let the sMP be equipped with a service set identifier denoted as SSID. The access process to the sMP from the MU is described as follows.
Step 1: sMP→MU Consider that the sMP broadcasts its public parameters, (a 0 , n 0 , n a , SSID, s 0 , c 1 , c 2 ), in its beacon frames. In this case, the MU can easily ensure the security of the sMP's public key n a after validating the T A's signature on it by the following relation:
If the validation fails, the MU aborts the login process since the MU could be subject to impersonation by the sMP.
Step 2: MU→sMP The MU calculates h(P W ), and randomly selects two random numbers k 1 and r where k 1 is a l-bit number as the MU's key contribution, and encrypts its identity ID, k 1 , r , h(P W ) and T by using the following relation:
where T is the current date and time of the MS. Then, the MU sends a login request c to the sMP.
Step 3: sMP→ASG Upon receiving a login request, the sMP decrypts c with its private key (p a , q a ), and obtains (ID, h(P W ), k 1 , r, T ). Then, the sMP takes the following actions:
1) The sMP checks the format of ID, and will reject this login request if the ID is not a valid user identity.
2) The sMP checks if the timestamp T is a valid of timestamp, and if so continue. Otherwise, it stops. 3) Then, the sMP sends an authentication request (ID, h(P W ), r) to the ASG S through a preestablished secure channel between the sMP and ASG.
Step 4: ASG→sMP Without loss of generality, we assume that there are t servers in the sub-group T = (S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t ) from the ASG S agree to accept MU's login request after a successful user password verification procedure, which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Then, the t servers in the sub-group T begin to execute the following steps to generate a signature on message r.
1) Each S i ∈ T uses his secret shadow f (i) to compute
and sends it to the sMP, a designated clerk. 2) After receiving t partial signatures σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ t , the sMP combines them as a whole signature σ on message r as follows,
4) In the end, the signature of message r is σ.
Step 5: sMP→MU The sMP then can verify the validity of signature σ by the following equation
If it holds, the signature σ can be accepted, and the sMP accepts the login request; otherwise, the login request is rejected. The verification is performed based on the Table  ( V table) V1 …… Vn 
It is well recognized that the signature technique is the only currently available approach that can ensure data authenticity, integrity, and non-repudiation, which are three most important characteristics mandatory to the authentication process. However, a digital signature serves as extra information and obviously becomes overhead on top of the original message to be transmitted through communication channels. With most of the previously reported threshold signature schemes, causing large signature overhead is always a serious concern when the schemes are applied in a practical environment. Note that the heavier the signature overhead is, the larger the transmitting and receiving energy is consumed, which impairs the service availability on those battery-powered MSs. Therefore, minimizing the signature overhead is one of the major efforts in the design of our scheme. With TUA, the overhead can be kept minimum since the size of signature σ is as short as the BLS short signature [31] (roughly 171 bits, when using the MNT curves [30] ). In case the authentication process succeeds, the sMP randomly chooses a l-bit number k 2 as the sMP's key contribution, and computes d = E k1 (SSID||k 2 ). Then, the sMP sends d back to the MU.
Step 6: MU After the MU receives d, the MU decrypts d by using symmetric-key decryption: E −1 k1 (d) = SSID||k 2 , and verifies SSID. Afterwards, both the MU and the sMP generate a session key k by the following:
The confidentiality and integrity of communication between the MU and the sMP are protected by the session key k.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Security Analysis
In the section, we evaluate the security of the proposed TUA scheme in the following four aspects.
1) All private keys are secure in the proposed TUA scheme. Based on the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem in G 1 , it is computationally infeasible to find a given aP where a ∈ Z * q and P ∈ G 1 . Therefore, it is very difficult to derive the ASG S's private key f (0) ∈ Z * q from Y = f (0)P and each server S i 's private key
2) A MU's low-entropy password P W is secure in the proposed TUA scheme.
Because the large integer factorization problem is considered as NP complete under some given security level, it is hard for an adversary to directly derive the MU's low-entropy password P W from c = (ID||k 1 ||r||h(P W )||T ) 2 mod n a without knowing the private key (p a , q a ) of the sMP. At the same time, the low-entropy password P W is protected by introducing a high-entropy random number r in c = (ID||k 1 ||r||h(P W )||T ) 2 mod n a . Therefore, the proposed TUA scheme can resist an off-line password guessing attack.
3) The proposed TUA scheme can resist the replay attack. Let an adversary A attempt to replay the intercepted login request message from a legitimate MU and impersonate the MU as a legitimate one. Obviously, the replay of an intercepted c = (ID||k 1 ||r||h(P W )||T ) 2 mod n a does not work due to the device of the time segment T in the login message, where the sMP will reject the request if the time interval for transmission of the login message is larger than a pre-defined threshold. Therefore, the proposed TUA scheme can resist the replay attack.
4) The signature σ signed by the server group S is a secure (t, n) threshold signature, provided that the co-CDH assumption holds in G 1 .
Suppose that t − 1 authentication servers in group S can produce a valid signature σ such thatê(σ, P ) =ê (H(r), Y ) . Without loss of generality, we assume that the t−1 servers are (S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t−1 ), and the corresponding t−1 sub-signatures
is resolved, which nonetheless contradicts with the co-CDH assumption.
On the other hand, when totally t servers (S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t ) cooperate, the signature σ clearly can be constructed from σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ t according to the relation,
Thus, the MU can be granted with the service. In summary, σ is actually a secure (t, n) threshold signature in the proposed TUA scheme.
B. Authentication Latency Analysis
In this subsection, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of the authentication delay encountered in the login and authentication phase for the proposed TUA scheme. Here we do not consider the overhead in the setup phase and the registration phase since they involve only very few heavy operations in the signing process while leaving most of the computation extensive operations performed off-line. Furthermore, it has been fully demonstrated that the implementation of the cryptographic mechanisms adopted in TUA can minimize the real-time computation workload by deriving some intermediate values in an off-line manner. For example, in Eq. 3, the two intermediate values b 1 and b 2 can be precomputed in order to speed up authentication procedure.
According to [34] , the authentication delay can be defined as the time period between the instant when a MU launches an authentication request and the instant when it receives the authentication reply. Therefore, the delay per each authentication procedure T Auth-Latency can be expressed as:
where d is the vector denoting the number of time variables for an authentication procedure and defined as d = (4, 1, 2, t+ 1, t−1, 2), T TD stands for the transmission delay of authentication messages, t is a vector referred to as the cryptographic operations which contribute to the overall authentication latency, and are defined as t = (T mul ,T exp , T mhash , T pmul , T padd , T pair ).
The time components are defined in Table I along with the corresponding values. Note that we do not take the symmetric key processing time and cryptographic hash operation time into consideration since they are negligible compared with that of the other operations. We evaluate the delay of cryptographic operations on an Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz machine with 1GB The speed for map-to-point hash operation 3.91 ms T pmul
The time for a point multiplication operation 1.51 ms T padd
The time for an addition in G 1 operation 0.0076 ms T pair
The time for a pairing operation 8.2 ms † IEEE 802.1x, when the maximum authentication message is 4096 bytes [34] , the transmission delay per hop is about 20 milliseconds with the assumption of 2 Mbps link capacity [36] . 
RAM running Fedora Core 4 based on cryptographic library MIRACL [35] . For simplicity, we assume all authentication servers are located at the same distance to the sMP of the MU. Also, authentication servers can simultaneously process MU authentication requests. The authentication request is transmitted to the authentication servers via N hops and the authentication servers will send the authentication result back via another N hops. Without loss of generality, we assume N is 3. Thus, we can obtain the authentication delay as follows:
It is observed that t plays important role in the authentication delay in the proposed TUA scheme. The smaller the t is, the shorter authentication delay the MU may experience at the expense of less improved authenticability. Therefore, a tradeoff between the security assurance and authentication latency must be initiated. We will demonstrate in the next section that the proposed TUA scheme can achieve a very high authenticability with a small number of authentication servers even in the presence of relatively high server compromise and physical/protocol failure probabilities. In this case, the authentication latency can be well constrained to meet the stringent requirement in a handoff event for real-time services while a high authenticability, such as six-nine and seven-nine, can be achieved.
Furthermore, the breakdowns of the authentication delay at the MU's side, at the sMP's side, and at the authentication servers' side, are investigated and summarized in Table II. Based on Table II , it is observed that the delay at the MU's side remains static no matter how many authentication servers are adopted in the proposed TUA scheme, which is a critical feature to meet the design requirement in WMNs where the resources at different network entities are asymmetric. Note that the MU side is supposed subject to a stringent limitation on power consumption and computation capacity. On the other hand, the MPs and authentication servers are physically stationary with unlimited power and sufficiently strong computation capacity.
C. Authenticability Analysis
The proposed TUA scheme can significantly improve the system security guarantee by achieving high availability of network authentication functionality (or referred to as authenticability). Let each AAA server possibly be subject to two types of failures: one is the compromise failure due to a malicious attack with a probability v, and the other is the physical/protocol failure that causes a DoS failure on the server with a probability of u. Note that a DoS event could be due to not only hardware/protocol problems, but also any malicious DoS attack that makes the AAA server unavailable for performing authentication function. We are interested in deriving the network authenticability under the TUA scheme.
The following discussion simply assumes that each failure event hits the AAA servers independently. Let V and U be two random variables representing the number of AAA servers that are subject to compromise failure and unintended authentication server failure at a specific time moment, respectively. Note that an unintended failure event could be due to not only hardware problems, but also any protocol and software failure that makes the AAA server unavailable for performing authentication function. Three states in terms of whether the network can well perform the authentication functionality are defined as follows: (i) authenticative, (ii) unauthenticative, (iii) false-authenticative. The first state happens when the total number of unavailable servers and compromised servers is less than or equal to n − t such that at least t servers can authenticate a legitimate user login request. Besides, the number of compromised servers must be less than t such that there is no possibility for the event of false-authenticative to occur. Thus we have Eq. 7 which describes state (i):
The second state happens when the number of unavailable and compromised servers is larger than n − t such that there are not sufficient available servers to authenticate a legitimate user. We have Eq. 8 to describe state (ii):
The last state occurs when at least t among all the n AAA servers are compromised. We have:
U and V basically follow a binomial distribution, i.e.,
n-2t Fig. 4 . The region on the U − V plane corresponding to n ≥ 2t and n < 2t in (a) and (b), respectively.
Based on Eqs. 10, we can derive the network authenticability in case n ≥ 2t:
The upper bounds of the summations in Eq. 11 can be derived by observing Fig. 4(a) . In case n < 2t such that the condition {V < t} ⊃ {U + V ≤ n − t} holds, the covered area is shown in Fig. 4(b) , where the network authenticability can be expressed as the following:
Obviously, the network authenticability is determined by t and n, where the value of t is bounded by n. With more AAA servers (or a larger n), the authenticability can be further improved. We define the un-authenticability of the network (denoted as Q ac ) to include both the unauthenticative and false-authenticative, which is 1 − P r{U + V ≤ n − t, V < t}. The authenticability by employing the conventional authentication architecture with a single AAA server can be simply derived by setting n = t = 1 in Eq. 12. Therefore, the TUA scheme can achieve a significant improvement against the conventional authentication architecture in terms of authenticability, where the un-authenticability of the conventional one is in the same order as u. It is also verified that n does not need to be very large to achieve high network authenticability. From our analysis, the authenticability can be as high as "10 nines", i.e., 1 − 10 −10 , with (u, v) = (0.001, 0.001), where (n, t) = (7, 3).
The network false-authenticative is P r{V ≥ t} 
It is worth noting that the network false-authenticative of the conventional one is in the same order as v. However, as shown in Fig. 8 , with increase of t, the network falseauthenticative of the TUA scheme decreases significantly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel threshold user authentication (TUA) scheme based on the bilinear pairing, where only t or more out of n servers in the Authentication Server Group (ASG) can cooperatively grant the Internet services to a Mobile User (MU). Therefore, compared with the conventional AAA framework, the proposed scheme can achieve much better security guarantee and can be very suitable for the wireless environments with highly distributedcontrolled Mesh Points (MPs) and multiple cooperative authentication servers. The paper has presented detailed implementations on the proposed TUA scheme along with compre-hensive illustrations. We have conducted extensive analysis on the proposed scheme, where the security guarantee under a number of typical attack models and the resultant computational efficiency of the proposed authentication mechanism are discussed. To demonstrate the effectiveness, we evaluate the resultant system authenticability of the TUA scheme, where the availabilities of authentication functionality due to authentication server compromise and physical/protocol failures are jointly considered. The result shows that the proposed TUA scheme can achieve a very high authenticability and is suitable for the application scenario considered in the study, where a "10-nine", i.e., 1−10 −10 , authenticability can be achieved with 7 authentication servers even in the presence of relatively high server compromise and physical/protocol failure probabilities (i.e., 0.001). 
